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Abstract

At Pepperdine's Graziadio School of Business and Management, the educational focus is on
equipping business students with real-world experiential learning to immediately be more effective business practitioners. For this analysis we will focus on two classes. These classes are focused on preparing students to enhance processes and operations while strategically using information systems to remain competitive. Like most courses taught in the business school, these
courses are driven by a series of case studies and a team-based project involving real-life clients
with real business needs. Given both the professional nature of the business school and the geographic distribution of our five campuses across Southern and Northern California, many classes
and programs are enhanced by the integration of e-learning pedagogies and tools. Specifically,
the Graziadio Learning Environment and Network (GLEAN) is a "network of people and tools to
learn, collaborate, and discover – bit by bit." Powered by Google Apps, GLEAN is a stable
framework that integrates and uniformly authenticates our traditional learning systems with an
ever-growing collection of Web2.0 and social media tools, including a Facebook-like social network called Yammer restricted to the Pepperdine domain. Here, we give a short orientation to the
evolution of social networks followed by some theoretical and practical ways social networks
enable new ways to learn, as well as some of the challenges. We then provide specific details
about the class we both teach in a blended format, the specific assignments and activities, and
concrete examples framed within each of the social and situated learning theories presented. We
outline perceptions of social learning in this environment from both the professor’s and students’
perspective, then conclude with some implications for social and situated learning in the national
imperative for a new “culture of evidence.”
Of particular note in the conclusion is that the “culture of evidence” is an essential element of
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how to enhance learning by explicitly considering what they are bringing, what the students are
bringing and map this onto a desired process focused on specific learning outcomes. Not only
does this social media process build learning capacity in the student, it is also highly measurable
and feedback is immediate. Therefore, there aren’t the attenuated feedbacks in the traditional
learning process. This ongoing process informed by learner analytics as well as capacity building
for the learner and the faculty is an active demonstration of 21st century business practice and
learning in a knowledge economy. The downside is the time-intensive nature of this process and
also a new balancing of the “art” versus the “science” of teaching.
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